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For over twelve years, TF1 - the most-watched
domestic TV network in France - has worked
with Unified Streaming. One of the reasons TF1 uses Unified software is that 

they can pre-package and store content only once 

and then deliver it in all formats. Unified Streaming’s 

suite of solutions are a single component that is easy 

to deploy, reliable, easy to scale and offers all the 

necessary features for any modern VOD service.

 Asked why the company depends on Unified  

 Streaming’s products, a representative from

 TF1 said:  "The main reason we use Unified  

 Streaming is reliability. We have to touch the  

 software only once a year. To renew the license.

 And to upgrade to the new version.”

 “Because I’ve witnessed TF1’s depth of   

 knowledge and knowhow, I consider it a   

 compliment to have delivered to them for  

 such a long time. I also enjoy TF1 challenging  

 us on the technical level, because it’s clear  

 they’ve done their homework. They have really  

 put our engineers to the test, making both our  

 product - and their experience - better,” said

 Pepijn Tijhuis, Global Account Manager   

 at Unified Streaming.

About TF1

Since the creation of the core channel “La Une” nearly 

half a century ago, TF1’s unique place in the daily lives of 

French men and women has been undisputed. When 

people want to understand what’s going on in the news or 

are looking for entertainment, they turn to TF1’s channels 

first.

Now TF1 are expanding their digital footprint, with a clear 

ambition: to establish themselves as the go-to free-to-

air destination for news and family entertainment by 

developing France's leading free streaming platform: TF1+.

About Unified Streaming

Unified Streaming is a creator of world-class streaming 

technologies and an authority in defining industry-

advancing standards and specifications.

Founded in 2012 and headquartered in Amsterdam, 

Unified Streaming leads the new wave of content 

aggregation, providing tools for dynamic and static 

packaging, capture, and enhanced playlist technology. 

With dependable and stable software, Unified Streaming 

helps customers solve complex streaming challenges. 

Unified’s streaming solutions are deployed not just to 

unlock creative new ways for customers to personalize, 

protect, and repurpose content, but also to create value.

With over 140 broadcasters, telcos, streaming platforms, 

content creators, and ecosystem partners worldwide, 

Unified Streaming produces software under the hood of 

the largest and best-known streaming platforms and 

services. Every day, customers count on the company to 

enable delivery of outstanding personalized experiences 

to their viewers, on any internet-connected device, 

anywhere in the world.

Why Unified Streaming?

Stream any format

Unified Origin 

www.unified-streaming.com

Today the broadcaster still relies on Unified’s 

core portfolio to power their VOD offerings.

Some history there

In 2011, TF1 chose Unified Streaming to provide streaming 

tech for their WAT (We Are Talented) service, a since 

discontinued, user-generated content offering.

Storage space was at a premium back then. Unified 

Streaming was one of the few solutions that could store 

one version of TF1’s content, plus do on-the-fly 

packaging.

TF1 has grown considerably and evolved since 2011.

The company has deployed new formats (DASH); added 

common encryption; and changed its use case.

Throughout it all, TF1 has remained a steadfast customer 

of Unified Streaming.

In 2020, with Unified products embedded, TF1 deployed 

their workflow on-prem in their datacenter.

See the schema on the right.

(For reference purposes, “prdvidedg5xx,” “Proxy Go,” 

“Tengine,” “scality-dewpoint,” and “rings” are server 

names linked to TF1’s naming policy back then. The part in 

the diagram labeled “nginx” refers to an Nginx web 

server. And “Apache/USP” refers to Unified Streaming’s 

platform, naturellement.)

 

TF1 today

Currently TF1 is a streaming service that offers live 

video, replay, and VOD (video on demand). They’ve 

done a number of RFPs (requests for proposals) to 

challenge Unified Streaming’s solutions. But each time, 

Unified won.

Unified Streaming’s products fulfill all of TF1’s technical 

requirements. According to TF1, Unified’s portfolio is 

reliable and cost effective, too.

The latest, ongoing project TF1 engineers have been 

working on is delivering their content in HLS CMAF (or 

HLS fMP4) on all devices. Integral to the project is 

Unified Streaming’s core portfolio of products.

As far as TF1’s FAST channel setup goes, the company 

uses an in-house component that generates playlists. 

The chunks (segments or parts of a video file) are then 

served from their VOD origin, which is based on Unified 

Origin.

All the while, Unified technology helps reduce

complexity in the generation of HLS playlists and

DASH manifests for their VOD packaging.

The setup now

To power their current video-on-demand workflows,

TF1 relies on two core products of Unified Streaming, 

Unified Origin and Unified Packager.

Between the encoder and the CDN (content delivery 

network) sit Origin and Packager. First up in the

conveyor belt that is content preparation, the encoder 

does what it’s designed to do: it encodes the video. 

Simple.

The encoder then sends the video on, in MP4 files, to 

Unified Packager, which then packages them in 

fragmented mp4 files (.ismv). These fMP4 files, now 

encrypted, move to an S3 (Amazon Simple Storage 

Services) bucket for storing and streaming the content. 

(Or “for harboring and telling the masses timeless 

stories,” if you’re more of a romantic.)

Unified Origin can then pull these f MP4’s, and format 

them as MPEG-DASH or HLS files on the fly.

This is how playback goes. The CDN (protected by a 

shield cache layer) contacts Unified Origin, which 

fetches the files from the S3 bucket.

The stress of file requests coming from the CDN can be 

substantial. So a load balancer, slotted right between 

the Origin and the shield cache layer, manages it.

Though hidden, this process enables 30 million unique 

viewers per month throughout France to stream 

programs broadcast by TF1. Seamlessly.
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technologies and an authority in defining industry-

advancing standards and specifications.

Founded in 2012 and headquartered in Amsterdam, 

Unified Streaming leads the new wave of content 

aggregation, providing tools for dynamic and static 

packaging, capture, and enhanced playlist technology. 

With dependable and stable software, Unified Streaming 

helps customers solve complex streaming challenges. 

Unified’s streaming solutions are deployed not just to 

unlock creative new ways for customers to personalize, 

protect, and repurpose content, but also to create value.

With over 140 broadcasters, telcos, streaming platforms, 

content creators, and ecosystem partners worldwide, 

Unified Streaming produces software under the hood of 

the largest and best-known streaming platforms and 

services. Every day, customers count on the company to 

enable delivery of outstanding personalized experiences 

to their viewers, on any internet-connected device, 

anywhere in the world.
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As far as TF1’s FAST channel setup goes, the company 
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DASH manifests for their VOD packaging.

The setup now

To power their current video-on-demand workflows,

TF1 relies on two core products of Unified Streaming, 

Unified Origin and Unified Packager.

Between the encoder and the CDN (content delivery 

network) sit Origin and Packager. First up in the

conveyor belt that is content preparation, the encoder 

does what it’s designed to do: it encodes the video. 

Simple.

The encoder then sends the video on, in MP4 files, to 

Unified Packager, which then packages them in 

fragmented mp4 files (.ismv). These fMP4 files, now 

encrypted, move to an S3 (Amazon Simple Storage 

Services) bucket for storing and streaming the content. 

(Or “for harboring and telling the masses timeless 

stories,” if you’re more of a romantic.)

Unified Origin can then pull these f MP4’s, and format 

them as MPEG-DASH or HLS files on the fly.

This is how playback goes. The CDN (protected by a 

shield cache layer) contacts Unified Origin, which 

fetches the files from the S3 bucket.

The stress of file requests coming from the CDN can be 

substantial. So a load balancer, slotted right between 

the Origin and the shield cache layer, manages it.

Though hidden, this process enables 30 million unique 

viewers per month throughout France to stream 

programs broadcast by TF1. Seamlessly.
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domestic TV network in France - has worked
with Unified Streaming. One of the reasons TF1 uses Unified software is that 

they can pre-package and store content only once 

and then deliver it in all formats. Unified Streaming’s 

suite of solutions are a single component that is easy 

to deploy, reliable, easy to scale and offers all the 

necessary features for any modern VOD service.
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 “Because I’ve witnessed TF1’s depth of   
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first.
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ambition: to establish themselves as the go-to free-to-

air destination for news and family entertainment by 

developing France's leading free streaming platform: TF1+.
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Founded in 2012 and headquartered in Amsterdam, 
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aggregation, providing tools for dynamic and static 

packaging, capture, and enhanced playlist technology. 
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helps customers solve complex streaming challenges. 

Unified’s streaming solutions are deployed not just to 

unlock creative new ways for customers to personalize, 

protect, and repurpose content, but also to create value.

With over 140 broadcasters, telcos, streaming platforms, 

content creators, and ecosystem partners worldwide, 
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the largest and best-known streaming platforms and 

services. Every day, customers count on the company to 

enable delivery of outstanding personalized experiences 

to their viewers, on any internet-connected device, 
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The latest, ongoing project TF1 engineers have been 

working on is delivering their content in HLS CMAF (or 

HLS fMP4) on all devices. Integral to the project is 

Unified Streaming’s core portfolio of products.

As far as TF1’s FAST channel setup goes, the company 

uses an in-house component that generates playlists. 

The chunks (segments or parts of a video file) are then 

served from their VOD origin, which is based on Unified 

Origin.

All the while, Unified technology helps reduce

complexity in the generation of HLS playlists and

DASH manifests for their VOD packaging.

The setup now

To power their current video-on-demand workflows,

TF1 relies on two core products of Unified Streaming, 

Unified Origin and Unified Packager.

Between the encoder and the CDN (content delivery 

network) sit Origin and Packager. First up in the

conveyor belt that is content preparation, the encoder 

does what it’s designed to do: it encodes the video. 

Simple.

The encoder then sends the video on, in MP4 files, to 

Unified Packager, which then packages them in 

fragmented mp4 files (.ismv). These fMP4 files, now 

encrypted, move to an S3 (Amazon Simple Storage 

Services) bucket for storing and streaming the content. 

(Or “for harboring and telling the masses timeless 

stories,” if you’re more of a romantic.)

Unified Origin can then pull these f MP4’s, and format 

them as MPEG-DASH or HLS files on the fly.

This is how playback goes. The CDN (protected by a 

shield cache layer) contacts Unified Origin, which 

fetches the files from the S3 bucket.

The stress of file requests coming from the CDN can be 

substantial. So a load balancer, slotted right between 

the Origin and the shield cache layer, manages it.

Though hidden, this process enables 30 million unique 

viewers per month throughout France to stream 
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For over twelve years, TF1 - the most-watched
domestic TV network in France - has worked
with Unified Streaming. One of the reasons TF1 uses Unified software is that 

they can pre-package and store content only once 

and then deliver it in all formats. Unified Streaming’s 

suite of solutions are a single component that is easy 

to deploy, reliable, easy to scale and offers all the 

necessary features for any modern VOD service.

 Asked why the company depends on Unified  

 Streaming’s products, a representative from

 TF1 said:  "The main reason we use Unified  

 Streaming is reliability. We have to touch the  

 software only once a year. To renew the license.

 And to upgrade to the new version.”

 “Because I’ve witnessed TF1’s depth of   

 knowledge and knowhow, I consider it a   

 compliment to have delivered to them for  

 such a long time. I also enjoy TF1 challenging  

 us on the technical level, because it’s clear  

 they’ve done their homework. They have really  

 put our engineers to the test, making both our  

 product - and their experience - better,” said
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Since the creation of the core channel “La Une” nearly 

half a century ago, TF1’s unique place in the daily lives of 

French men and women has been undisputed. When 

people want to understand what’s going on in the news or 

are looking for entertainment, they turn to TF1’s channels 

first.

Now TF1 are expanding their digital footprint, with a clear 

ambition: to establish themselves as the go-to free-to-

air destination for news and family entertainment by 

developing France's leading free streaming platform: TF1+.

About Unified Streaming

Unified Streaming is a creator of world-class streaming 

technologies and an authority in defining industry-

advancing standards and specifications.

Founded in 2012 and headquartered in Amsterdam, 

Unified Streaming leads the new wave of content 

aggregation, providing tools for dynamic and static 

packaging, capture, and enhanced playlist technology. 

With dependable and stable software, Unified Streaming 

helps customers solve complex streaming challenges. 

Unified’s streaming solutions are deployed not just to 

unlock creative new ways for customers to personalize, 

protect, and repurpose content, but also to create value.

With over 140 broadcasters, telcos, streaming platforms, 

content creators, and ecosystem partners worldwide, 

Unified Streaming produces software under the hood of 

the largest and best-known streaming platforms and 

services. Every day, customers count on the company to 

enable delivery of outstanding personalized experiences 

to their viewers, on any internet-connected device, 

anywhere in the world.

Why Unified Streaming?

Stream any format

Unified Origin 

www.unified-streaming.com

Today the broadcaster still relies on Unified’s 

core portfolio to power their VOD offerings.

Some history there

In 2011, TF1 chose Unified Streaming to provide streaming 

tech for their WAT (We Are Talented) service, a since 

discontinued, user-generated content offering.

Storage space was at a premium back then. Unified 

Streaming was one of the few solutions that could store 

one version of TF1’s content, plus do on-the-fly 

packaging.

TF1 has grown considerably and evolved since 2011.

The company has deployed new formats (DASH); added 

common encryption; and changed its use case.

Throughout it all, TF1 has remained a steadfast customer 

of Unified Streaming.

In 2020, with Unified products embedded, TF1 deployed 

their workflow on-prem in their datacenter.

See the schema on the right.

(For reference purposes, “prdvidedg5xx,” “Proxy Go,” 

“Tengine,” “scality-dewpoint,” and “rings” are server 

names linked to TF1’s naming policy back then. The part in 

the diagram labeled “nginx” refers to an Nginx web 

server. And “Apache/USP” refers to Unified Streaming’s 

platform, naturellement.)

 

TF1 today

Currently TF1 is a streaming service that offers live 

video, replay, and VOD (video on demand). They’ve 

done a number of RFPs (requests for proposals) to 

challenge Unified Streaming’s solutions. But each time, 

Unified won.

Unified Streaming’s products fulfill all of TF1’s technical 

requirements. According to TF1, Unified’s portfolio is 

reliable and cost effective, too.

The latest, ongoing project TF1 engineers have been 

working on is delivering their content in HLS CMAF (or 

HLS fMP4) on all devices. Integral to the project is 

Unified Streaming’s core portfolio of products.

As far as TF1’s FAST channel setup goes, the company 

uses an in-house component that generates playlists. 

The chunks (segments or parts of a video file) are then 

served from their VOD origin, which is based on Unified 

Origin.

All the while, Unified technology helps reduce

complexity in the generation of HLS playlists and

DASH manifests for their VOD packaging.

The setup now

To power their current video-on-demand workflows,

TF1 relies on two core products of Unified Streaming, 

Unified Origin and Unified Packager.

Between the encoder and the CDN (content delivery 

network) sit Origin and Packager. First up in the

conveyor belt that is content preparation, the encoder 

does what it’s designed to do: it encodes the video. 

Simple.

The encoder then sends the video on, in MP4 files, to 

Unified Packager, which then packages them in 

fragmented mp4 files (.ismv). These fMP4 files, now 

encrypted, move to an S3 (Amazon Simple Storage 

Services) bucket for storing and streaming the content. 

(Or “for harboring and telling the masses timeless 

stories,” if you’re more of a romantic.)

Unified Origin can then pull these f MP4’s, and format 

them as MPEG-DASH or HLS files on the fly.

This is how playback goes. The CDN (protected by a 

shield cache layer) contacts Unified Origin, which 

fetches the files from the S3 bucket.

The stress of file requests coming from the CDN can be 

substantial. So a load balancer, slotted right between 

the Origin and the shield cache layer, manages it.

Though hidden, this process enables 30 million unique 

viewers per month throughout France to stream 

programs broadcast by TF1. Seamlessly.
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For over twelve years, TF1 - the most-watched
domestic TV network in France - has worked
with Unified Streaming. One of the reasons TF1 uses Unified software is that 

they can pre-package and store content only once 

and then deliver it in all formats. Unified Streaming’s 

suite of solutions are a single component that is easy 

to deploy, reliable, easy to scale and offers all the 

necessary features for any modern VOD service.

 Asked why the company depends on Unified  

 Streaming’s products, a representative from

 TF1 said:  "The main reason we use Unified  

 Streaming is reliability. We have to touch the  

 software only once a year. To renew the license.

 And to upgrade to the new version.”

 “Because I’ve witnessed TF1’s depth of   

 knowledge and knowhow, I consider it a   

 compliment to have delivered to them for  

 such a long time. I also enjoy TF1 challenging  

 us on the technical level, because it’s clear  

 they’ve done their homework. They have really  

 put our engineers to the test, making both our  

 product - and their experience - better,” said

 Pepijn Tijhuis, Global Account Manager   

 at Unified Streaming.

About TF1

Since the creation of the core channel “La Une” nearly 

half a century ago, TF1’s unique place in the daily lives of 

French men and women has been undisputed. When 

people want to understand what’s going on in the news or 

are looking for entertainment, they turn to TF1’s channels 

first.

Now TF1 are expanding their digital footprint, with a clear 

ambition: to establish themselves as the go-to free-to-

air destination for news and family entertainment by 

developing France's leading free streaming platform: TF1+.
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We aim to fill this gap with a service
that allows all parties to win.

We sat down with a cool customer of ours,

Eyelet—a forward-thinking, well-curated,

fan-centric movie streaming platform based in 

Melbourne, Australia. Eyelet is built for movie lovers.

CTO Anuj Luthra gave us a first-hand account of 

the passion that drives the company, and the ways

that Unified technology powers their workflows.

First things first! What’s Eyelet?

Eyelet is a global B2B platform that connects movie 

rights holders (distributors, sales agents, producers)

with publishers (streamers), allowing the movie content 

to reach a global audience of movie lovers.

The name “Eyelet” is catchy and quirky.

What’s it mean to you?

Eyelet means "a small hole in a wall for looking through." 

Also, it’s a play on the words “eye” and “let.” Eyelet “lets”

the eye see. “Eye-let.”

 

Most successful companies start with a great idea. 

What’s yours?

Our idea sprang from a gap in the market: the reach of a 

movie is limited by the extent of network a rights holder

can access. This means a significant portion of quality 

content is not able to reach the end users, and hence 

unable to realize its full commercial potential. We aim to 

fill this gap with a service that allows all parties to win.

How do all parties win?

Rights holders can gain additional revenue. Publishers 

can get a new revenue stream. And users can access

quality content that was previously not available to them.

What’s the most important thing as a streaming 

company?

There are two really important things. One, the quality of 

experience for the end user. And two, content protection

(ease of mind) for the rights holders.

Can you describe Eyelet’s relationship with

Unified Streaming?

Sure! The relationship between us (Eyelet) and Unified 

Streaming began about three plus years ago, when we

were looking for a just-in-time packaging solution to help 

us improve our transcoding efficiency. We needed to

use a single output for the complete set of different 

streaming and DRM protocols required in the device 

ecosystem. Unified provided that.

Does Unified make things easier for you?

Definitely.

How does Unified Streaming help?

Unified’s solution is completely customizable, you can 

build what you need. The solution itself doesn't limit you 

to a specific architecture or design, and you can adapt 

the Unified solution to your needs or design expectati-

ons. In terms of business, we can meet the complete 

requirements of streaming protocols and DRM compati-

bility with a single transcoding output.

There’s a lot going on under the hood

of a streaming platform. Can you tell us

what’s most important about the actual video 

streaming technology powering your platform?

Most important are DRM (digital rights management), 

performance, and flexibility. Currently, we’re using

Unified Origin (for just-in-time packaging to DASH and 

HLS), DRM (for encryption to Fairplay and Widevine

using a custom integration with castLabs’s DRMtoday 

cloud solution) and Unified Packager (for subtitle

conversions using AWS Lambda).

There must be challenges involved

in streaming great cinema to a global audience.

There are!

What are some challenges

that Unified Streaming helps solve?

Unified helps us use a single source to stream to all of

our device ecosystem. Finding a simple, robust, flexible,

customizable, and scalable solution can be a challenge, 

but Unified provided one easily. We have plans to start

using Unified Remix for server-side ad insertions so we 

can add new business models to our solutions.

And Unified Remix VOD2live so we can generate virtual 

channels for film festivals, based on VOD movies

already included in our catalog.

This marketplace can be crowded.

How do you stand out?

We stick to our core values of providing global access

to quality independent cinema. People everywhere

appreciate a good movie, which aligns with their taste 

and captivates them. Such movies are not made for

masses, but for a specific taste. We are helping inde-

pendent filmmakers thrive by connecting them to

audiences worldwide, while everyone else is chasing 

mainstream, big budget movies.

We also differentiate ourselves from other streaming 

technology players by additionally bringing a very rich

content catalog for publishers to choose from.

Streaming platforms are not of much use if publishers

don’t have content and rights to offer to their users.

You have a lot of access to great films.

What films do you like watching?

Thought-provoking films, and science fiction.

Which actors do you like watching?

I was born in the 80s, so I grew up watching Brad Pitt, 

Tom Hanks, Morgan Freeman, etc. and I still like them.

What’s your vision for Eyelet?

Everything we do, we believe in challenging the status 

quo. We believe in thinking differently, embracing and

exposing creativity and quality. We challenge the status 

quo by offering a technology platform that helps

the creators of the world’s most worthy content find

the audiences they truly deserve.

Is Eyelet available everywhere?

If not, do you have plans to expand?

We’re a global company and we work with suppliers

and publishers worldwide. In terms of devices, our

products are available on desktop and mobile browsers, 

supporting cast devices like Google Chromecast and 

Apple AirPlay, and we have plans to expand this 

ecosystem in the future.

If Eyelet could do more than stream terrific movies, 

excel in streaming and recommending movies,

and offer them at good rates, what else would it do? 

We want to work with short films and regional docu-

mentaries. Right now they struggle to find commercial

success and end up with a very limited audience.

How do you build community

with filmmakers and cinephiles?

We enable them to watch and discuss quality and 

independent movies. Cinephiles don’t watch main-

stream cinema, which caters to the masses.

First step is to provide a place with a rich catalog of 

quality independent movies from around the world.

You do great movies, but let’s talk TV just for kicks.

Can you give us a list of your personal favorite 

top-10 TV series?

I try to avoid TV series, as they tend to be time

consuming. I stick with cinema :-)

Crystal ball time.

How do you see the future of streaming?

In the future, streaming is a big part of cinema.

I’m talking about cinemas, film festivals, etc. I feel the 

movie streaming industry is going to eventually become 

very open. Filmmakers will be closer to the end user. 

The VOD itself will undergo an evolution like ecommerce, 

with the auxiliary services industry maturing.

Now anyone can set up a shop, with services like 

dropshipping becoming common.

What will be the key ingredients in the future,

do you think?

VOD with AVOD model, open access to movie rights,

and a very mature streaming technology will be the key

ingredients in the evolution of streaming in the next 10 

years. Creators, publishers, and suppliers who ride this

wave of evolution will come on top, while the rest will 

struggle to find and engage users. BTW, I’m still waiting

for a good way to watch 3D movies.

If video streaming were a sport,

which sport would it be and why?

Tough one. Speed skating, because it looks like effortless 

motion, but there’s so much technical complexity

behind the scene.

And finally, what makes Eyelet different

from other streaming platforms?

We’re providing the tools to help publishers with

existing audiences create a video-on-demand offering.

We’re making streaming, and building a VOD platform, 

accessible to all businesses around the world.

We’re a SaaS streaming platform with a rich and high 

quality content catalog, which makes us a real

turn-key solution.

Finding a simple, robust, flexible, customizable,
and scalable solution can be a challenge, 
but Unified provided one easily.

We’re providing the tools
to help publishers with existing audiences
create a video-on-demand offering.

Anuj Luthra CTO Eyelet
Stream any format

Unified Origin 

www.unified-streaming.com


